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Sonar 2007. Call For Italy? Yes!
Marco Mancuso

there, to be part of the event, in a city
that during summer becomes one of
the most culturally and socially
attractive places of the planet.
Sonar is part of the urban material
that it is part of, pro and cons, and this
is surely the most interesting point.
That is the way to get mixed up and
distinguish as unique social event,
able to attract people from every
corner of the earth. Without
forgetting its artistic proposal, that is
getting more and more complex and
heterogeneous as the editions go by,
inevitably dividing public and experts
that often does not understand in its
deepest the density of the work in
monitoring every year artists and
tendencies to welcome all under the
same roof.

We’re all ready for Sonar 2007 . A
couple of weeks ( 14th-15th-16th June
) and the Spanish weekend dedicated
to the electronic music will be reality,
collecting from the streets of
Barcelona, from the CCCB/MACBA
spaces and from the fair cathedral of
Sonar by Night, a multitude of young
lovers of electro sound out of control
from all over the world.
Whoever has been present at least
once at Sonar knows what I’m talking
about, and I’m sure between Digicult
readers there are many aficionados of
the Catalonian first hours. The
atmosphere inside Sonar is the one of
the great summer events, inimitable
crossroads of sounds, visions,
multimedia culture, research, concerts
and techno rave parties able to satisfy
the taste of even different publics, but
in the end united by the desire to be

Without going in the detail, Digicult
dedicated some article to present the
event as media partner and equally
we will move during the next days.
One of the question the Italians are
probably asking themselves is: “will at
least 1 Italian artist represent our
country at Sonar?”. Surely some valid
examples have been there during the
last year, but it is clearly
unquestionable that the general
tendency is a scarce participation of
3

electro Italy , for thousands of reasons
that are not only related with the
artistic quality of our artists.

bigger project as happened in the
past (without name and surname)
obtained the opportunity to
participate to Sonar?
Emiliano Zelada: This is exactly what
we were asking ourselves. We actually
don’t know how it worked. Some time
ago we presented a project to
AdvancedMusic and that get
everything started, for our pleasure. It
is true that we fixed the rule to
participate to only a few but good
festival every year. We do know that
there are some great festival in Italy ,
such as IXEM or Netmage and
Dissonanze, the first two with a
contest, the third with invitation. But
this time has been Sonar man!

.

Avoiding this way all the
argumentations that we already
know, I prefer this time to celebrate
the classic exception that confirm the
rule: the 2007 edition of the Sonar has
its Italian project! It is the audio-video
live of the musician Emiliano Zelada
and the video artist Jonathan
Pannaciò,
programmed
for
Wednesday the 15th of June at the
Sonar Complex . I had the opportunity
to meet and talk with both of them,
and this is the chat we had to present
their live at Sonar 2007.

The fact not to have a support surely
condition and limit us, most of all for
the development of projects and the
materials, enlarging the time for
production. But now we’re ok with
that and we give priority to what we
find interesting or what we like time
to time.

Marco Mancuso: You’re the only
representative of Italy at Sonar 2007
and in general one of the few groups
that exhibited live there. Every year it
is the most asked question: who’ll get
to be asked by Sonar this year? Well,
just tell us how did it worked, most of
all how did artists not supported by a
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between art and music whit sound
installations, theatre collaboration and
shows. Jonathan becomes more and
more painter, in solo and collective
exhibitions, and he’s opening a new
space in Rome . Personal experiences
shape, give birth and enrich the duo
projects of Mag-nesia. Moreover we
were tired of going to the concerts
and seeing still artists in front of some
computers. Computers are important
for what we do, but the idea of
elaborating audio and video as
material allowed us not to be static,
and we’re happy about this.

.

Marco Mancuso: In Italy you had an
important passage at the last Live
Ixem of Domenico Sciajino, but I think
your project is pretty recent and I’m
pretty sure that just a few knows you
here in Italy. This is the reason why I
don’t want to lose too much time and
ask you to tell something about your
single experience as musician and
video artist, more than where did your
project started.
Emilano Zelada: The last IXEM has
been a great experience and we’re
happy that a scene like that is part of
a country where nothing happen,
most of all for people like us. Our
project is born at the end of 2004,
even if we knew each other from long
time ago. Just a little money, little
works for both of us, but tons of
projects in our minds. We decided to
buy a studio to work on our projects
separately. Emiliano composes and
Jonathan paints. The influence is
direct because while one is painting,
he listens to the music of the other,
who is surrounded by paintings. The

.

Marco Mancuso: Could you describe
the live you’ll present at Sonar? How
did you prepared it and how do you
work live?

passion for the avant-gardes and our
knowledge about computers,
electronic and our whish to bring the
matter into another direction made us
found the Mag-nesia.

Emilano Zelada: Our live at Sonar is a
surprise! We can say we will work
starting from natural elements such as
the water, the heath and the different
combination of physical subjects, that
will be recorded by a camera and

Meanwhile, Emiliano published an
album for the English Filament
Recordings, and developed his project
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microphones on stage, trying to
transform and transpose them
through a digital means to obtain a
different form. We didn’t want to
work with prepared clips, unless they
have a motive. For example we use
graphic clips or sounds prepared
before, but they represent a definitive
passage to digital so it can be
perfectly apply only in this case.

perception of how the art and electro
audio-visual communication world is
evolving? Its rapidity and tendency to
reciprocal influence due to the
growing presence of festivals, project
and work instruments?
Emiliano Zelada: We think we must
know all the types of art, in all its
forms and centuries. We do not
exclude a thing, keeping an eye open
and constant on everything about
new
researches
and
experimentations, from science to art,
believing in the importance of not
being influenced by particular
contemporary tendencies, from
machines to software, and by the
facility of consuming. We’re
constantly searching a built language
with the use of the most different
instruments. Trying to balance and
know if and when come back to get
the desired result. Nowadays it is
simple to lose the way in impact
exhibitions that do not bring a lot and
decline in a while.

Surely it is not a vaudeville, and it
doesn’t approach the theatre or
something that can be danced, and
that’s the reason why we like to make
people understand there’s a work
behind the moment they’re living, a
transformation. Working with live
material is our principal worry,
because we think it brings an added
value to the direct fruition, hic et
nunc. The importance of the aura that
W. Benjamin, in the era of the
technical reproducibility of the art
work.

For example, many people believe in
the absolute synchronizations of
audio and video, but living free choice
and decision to some software, even
if programmable, it is not so
appropriate. We like having free space
to a personal interpretation of A/V
that becomes some time unique
element
and
some
other
complementary. We cross our roads
looking all the sides.

.

Marco Mancuso: Do you have the
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will be to know other artists, new
ideas and undertake new projects?
We want this experience to be
endless, we’re passing to another
level. Maybe the importance of the
festival is pushing on our little figures,
or maybe the vision of our projects in
such a wonderful frame stimulates us.
First of all, we must performance at
our best and demonstrate that we
want to bring something new
internationally. We have tons of
dreams, what can happens after that
we do not surely know.

.

Marco Mancuso: What do you expect
from Sonar? What’s the evolution an
artist can do, apart from the exciting
moment of the live?
Emiliano Zelada: As past public of the
Sonar we do know there’s always
something interesting. How amazing

www.sonar.es/2007/esp/prog/conce
rts_pre.cfm?fecha=2
www.mag-nesia.com
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Vjtheory: Another Point Of View
Silvia Bianchi

possible theoretical implications of
Vjing e Real Time Processing.
We talked to Ana Carvalho e Brendan
Byrne, VjTheory’s editors and
researchers at the University College
Falmouth.

A research which starts from the more
and more widespread need to think
upon how sense is generated and the
visual impact Vjing has, which is far
more than the technical approach to
the discipline.
The goal of this project is to gather
articles, references and artistic
projects regarding the work of the
community which have joined the
portal. The project is a constant work
in progress, thanks to the chance
users have to add their contents and
to the organization of the team
behind VjTheory to stimulate
discussions and reflections on the
topic. A multimedia structure created
to support participation, which let his
audience in thanks to means such as
calls and chats, which in the last
months has given birth to real
philosophical brainstorming on the

.

Silvia Bianchi: First of all I would like
to understand better how and where
your project started
VjTheory: The original idea for the
project came from the Narrative Lab
workshops at AVIT (Brighton in 2002
and Birmingham in 2004) where
Brendan presented some ideas and
organized workshops where
participants could present ongoing
work. A lot of good ideas were
debated. There was also an obvious
need for written texts which would
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inform VJ practice and related issues,
from a philosophical and theoretical
perspective. Some of the people
involved were students trying to feed
their practice as VJs into their studies,
some others were practitioners
interested in reflecting on their own
and similar practices. They would
struggle
to
find
written
documentation to support and refer
to. This also became apparent in the
college where Ana and Brendan teach
and in their own work.

Silvia Bianchi: What’s the first aim of
your project and how do you work for
the creation of the site?
VjTheory: To have an arena for people
to come and look for texts, to publish
their texts and participate in the
events we are organizing on a
irregular basis, both online and offline.
We would like to motivate people to
reflect theoretically on their practice.
There is a lot of work being done and
VJing is so diverse, but there is not a
language that is unique to it or a
vocabulary. There is an immense
diversity of approaches to this
practice and we hope something
relevant in the equally diverse
theoretical and philosophical
approaches is being developed.

From there we sent out a call for
papers in June 2004 to compile a
collection of texts into a book about
VJing and realtime interaction. This
turned into a website and the website
grew to become as important as the
book. Now we have a growing
community, discussing theory,
philosophy and ideas, active in the
development of the website.

From the first day we put out a call for
papers we received contributions;
people
were
participating
enthusiastically since this very first
approach. From here on we have
received a lot of papers and have
been invited to talk about the project
at festivals and conferences. We are
always looking for ways to expand our
community (and the other
communities it links) and helping to
establish collaborative working
through the events we are organizing
and taking part in.

.
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Silvia Bianchi: Can I ask you what kind
of feed-back you get during the latest
chats and how the realtime
interaction for philosophical
discussions works?
VjTheory: Do you mean the Let’s Chat
sessions? These chats were a starting
point that brought to the surface a lot
of interesting questions for debate.
The moderators of each chat and the
other participants didn’t necessarily
head in the directions we expected
them to. We got a lot of people
sending us e-mails saying they would
like these debates to carry on, and
this is what we have been looking at
as a future project. There are a few
people to whom these chats were just
a start for something more serious, a
paper or an art work. The unexpected
is a major feature of realtime. We
didn’t know who and how many
would turn up to these chats and
neither did we know where they
might take them. This produced
interesting new perspectives and
possible collaborations, between us
and other people and between the
participants.

.
Silvia Bianchi: Which part of Europe
has been the most active in the
discussion so far?
VjTheory: You will find the biography
of the main contributors on our
website, but there are a lot more
people contributing in informal ways,
with their ideas and support which,
because they haven’t published or
contributed anything visible, don’t
have a biography on site. In saying
this, we try to acknowledge everyone
as much as possible. We have
received contributions from every
continent except Africa. The most
active contributors come from North
and South America: United States,
Brazil and Canada. From East and
West Europe: Belgium, UK, Spain,
Italy, Germany, Portugal, Holland,
Croatia, Slovenia Switzerland, etc.

www.wjtheory.net
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Loud Objects: Circuits For Noise Music
Monica Ponzini

talk between them about their
lightness aesthetic. What follows is
the result of our meeting in New York
.

Loud Objects are a noise music group
who stretches the concepts of
simplicity and minimalism to their
extreme limits. Transparency is the
password of the trio, who, starting
literally from a tabula rasa on a slide
projector, assembles and welds chips
and wires live, in an evocative
audiovisual crescendo.

.

Monica Ponzini: How did you start?
How did your common project begin?
Katie: We all went to college together
at Columbia , and we were all doing
lots of electronic music, and we
decided it would be fun

A “simple” performance in its
assumption, yet extremely refined
and scenic in its actual set up: as if
they were kind of surgeons, the three
look confident with the projector and
in front of the audience develop the
circuit, which “blossom” step by step
as far as the sound is concerned too.

Tristan: We learned about electronic
music, kinetic art and music interfaces
that use microchips; Kunal and Katie
were into noise music and we thought
that it would be fun to do something
with the chips as instruments. I don’t
remember exactly how it started

Like they are on stage, during the
interview Katie, Kunal e Tristan never
give up using dialectics, they pass
their aswers from one to another and

Kunal: I think it started when Tristan
discovered one bit-music generation,
11

and then we started playing with
algorithms into chips and opening
them and use pins to see what it
sounded like.

at.

.

Monica Ponzini: What is interesting in
your performance is its minimalism. Is

.

there an idea behind?

Katie: We were also interested in
doing a noise show that would be a
little different from most noise shows.
At a certain point we wanted to do a
very very short noise piece, and then
it sort of developed into a noise piece
that exposes how it works. We were
trying to get toward a more
“transparent” performance, a
theatrical
but
transparent
performance

Tristan: Yeah, there’s a really strong
concept. I’m into minimalistic art, my
work is very riductionalist, deals with
simple things. It kind of became a way
of life So much of live electronic
performances is somebody at a laptop
and you don’t know exactly what’s
going on. I had this conversation with
a lot of people way before we started
this [The Loud Objects]. It’s something
we try to work against, we try to make
things transparent, very clear. I think
that our music fits in the noise rock
context, in that scene, with band like
Lightning Bolt their stuff is so
physical, you see everything, and it’s
very “live”, is very “there”, in front of
you

Kunal: Everything kind of happened
impromptu for me and Katie,
something like “hey, I have this idea,
let’s try it out ”, we would show up for
the shows and we would start doing
everything super-transparent, just as
if we were playing a theater
performance, and the transparency
became part of the performance,
something that would be cool to look

Katie: And it creates a sort of allenveloping environment, it has its
own character in a lot of different
12

senses, not just acoustic .

what they are, a projection in black
and white of a shadow of what’s
going on

Kunal: From a video point of view,
transparency is an aesthetic. It wasn’t
about exposing what was going on,
but it was about feeling your were
being exposed to what was going on,
which means that we provide easily
focusable bits of what’s going on:
there are chips and wires, you don’t
have to really know how the
algorithms work, but you still get
these chunks of understanding.

Trisitan: But at the same time,
because of how we do our show, it
encourages people to come up to us
and ask us what the chips actually do.

.

Monica Ponzini: How do you perform
actually?
Tristan: What comes out is that we
use these chips and they require
power, so we connect power and
ground lines to them, and they
produce audio, so we connect an
output to each one. That very simple
kind of module is what makes our
performance. The chip needs power
and has an output and they also have
inputs, so we can also connect and
modulate their sound if we want. To
perform, all we got to do is take this
blank piece of Plexiglas, and we start
gluing down chips from scratch, then
we glue down an audio jack and a
power jack and that’s all we need as

.

Tristan: I think that’s what
transparency is about. You can’t
expose every single level of a chain..
Kunal: But that’s what transparency is
about, expose every single level of a
chain
Tristan: There’s like an information
problem, in the context of a
performance, we can only show some
levels
Kunal: That’s why the visual to me are

13

far as components. First five or
something minutes are usually in
silence as we hook up this initial chip,
and then, as soon as the circuit is
completed, we got this explosion of
sound, and then the rest of it is wiring
these chips.

out how much it happens in the rest
of the world, in Japan , Germany our
only contact for circuit bending was
Mike Rosenthal of The Tank. We were
surprised enough to find it in LA and
Minneapolis , and then we saw people
from Japan and Germany .
Monica Ponzini: Are you planning of
developing or changing your
performances?

Kunal: And we found the way to
chunk up all these parts until we
obtain something understandable
visually, which is really cool.

Tristan: They change all the time
Kunal: We performed with three
projectors, it was pretty tough next
time we should bring ten performers
(laughs) we always try to do
impromptu shows, they always take
their own form it’s something we have
fun with every time
Tristan: And we have these toys, we
make these 1 inch by 1 inch circuits,
that are each for a single chip from
our show, so people can buy these
and jack in their headphones and play
them kind of like we play our chips .

.

Monica Ponzini: Your project is
extremely peculiar. At the latest Bent
Festival, where you presented
performance, have you seen how
other circuit benders work?

www.loudobjects.com/
Tristan, Kunal: We just recently found
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Oil 21, P2p & Intellectual Property
Maresa Lippolis

complexity, together with the
experimentation of new forms of
social subjectivity.
The issue regarding the access to
immaterial resources and his
capitalization by few giants is more
and more evident: in this process the
2.0 web have been one of the means
which made the global exploitation of
web users’ skill to file and organize
data possible. Just think about what
Mr Mark Getty, the inventor and
magnate of gettyimages , said about
intellectual property, which, in his
opinion, is and will be the oil of the
12st century. It is clear that behind the
rhetoric there is a real war on
knowledge issues going on; the
metaphor seems almost to justify the
recent deployment of defense and
attack technologies: from digital right
management to the recent approval
of the European directive which
criminalizes free access to the
resources , the IPRED2 , or still the
Intellectual Property Protocol Act
which has been recently proposed by
the United States, which penalizes
even the “try” to break the intellectual
property.

From 24th till 28th May Berlin was the
meeting point fot that weird and
unruly network of activists, artists and
hackers whose experiences and
projects have intersected more or less
continuously for a time at a global
level. This time their objective was to
study the formation politicies and
thus to share experiences and ideas
on the growing importance of the
spread of knowledge and the access
to immaterial resources.
Among the different projects
presented at the summit, the one we
think worth highlighting in this article
on p2p , is that developed by bootlab,
the established Berlin hacklab for long
engaged on different projects which
study the development of new free
and accessible technologies in their
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intellectual property, as well as at
developing a technological support
that can make the huge amount of
data within p2p webs easier to access.
By now an archive of more than 600
titles on p2p webs is available on
piratecinema.org : you can search by
title, genre, author and actors, as well
as by a limited number of key words.
What Oil21 project means to propose
is to widen the archive by indexing all
the subtitles created by fansub
community too, which would be new
for a multimedia database, thus using
a huge resource which has been freely
generated by users themselves.

.

It is from that situation that Oil21
project start its reflections, aiming at
beginning discussions and study
sessions to understand the often
idealized world of piracy and all the
aspects linked to the concept of
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information which will be gather in
the database will not be capitalized,
on the contrary they will be freely
accessible on a global scale.
Oil 21 is the essence of sharing, as well
as the perfect fuel to cross the
desolate country of copyrights. But
this is just the beginning of the
journey, so jump on board.
.

In this first stage bootlab is building
the server and developing the
interface in pyton, which will be soon
accessible from the project’s site.
Beside greatly increasing the
possibility to ask questions to the
database, they will allow to watch the
film as a scene sequence as well as a
timeline. Another important aspect is
the totally autonomous character of
Oil21, though the project is sponsored
by the culture foundation of Germany
federal government. So all data and

http://oil21.org/
www.bootlab.org
http://summit.kein.org/
www.piratecinema.org
http://punto-informatico.it/p.aspx?id
=1931323
http://punto-informatico.it/p.aspx?id
=1990157
http://it.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fansub
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Ippolita: The Dark Side Of Google
Maria Molinari

Loved and sustained by all the users,
its own workers, technicians, nerds
and hackers, Google is seen as the
good giant and defendant of the free
circulation of the knowledge. Behind
its “innocent interfaces” and its
“minimal style” that makes every user
comfortable, behind its infinite free
services able to satisfy every desire of
research and communication, behind
its commitment for innovation and
research and the use of typical Open
Source
and
free
software
methodologies, behind all this there’s
an extremely complex and pervasive
system to manage the knowledge of
the Net and a fine strategy of cultural
and technocratic domain.

Luci e Ombre di Google. Futuro e
Passato dell’industria dei Metadati is
the last masterpiece of the Ippolita
community. Presented in April 2006
during the last Hackmeeting in Parma
, it is now published by Feltrinelli
(2007). It is under Creative Commons
License and it can be freely diffused
and reproduce, even from
Ippolita.Net .
If Open non è free, published by
Eleuthera (http://www.eleuthera.it/),
advise us about the ambiguity of the
idea, so fashionable, of “Open
Society”, in this last work its attention
goes to Google, the research engine
the most used in the entire world, and
in this case as well urge us to pay
attention. The Mountain View
colossus is not what it seems, pilots
our choices and put to risk our
freedom and privacy.

“How could millions of users  asks
Ippolita  leaf at the same time
through the entire database of
Google, if it wasn’t for suitable filters
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to restrict the research area, for
example limiting the data at the origin
language? And if it wasn’t for filters
that allows a better linguistic
navigation, wouldn’t it be permissible
to suppose that there are many
others, studied so that the users can
direct their choices as well?”

request of China, it censured some
sites so that they became inaccessible
for Chinese, a fact that clearly
demonstrate how privacy and
freedom can be easily violated.

Supposing that Google is not a
transparent and democratic
instrument is just a starting point. The
arriving point for Ippolita is to
demonstrate that it can’t and it
couldn’t effectively be for technical
and economical reasons. This point
does not coincide with the real aim of
the book. The goal of Ippolita is not to
unmask or boycott Google. Luci e
Ombre di Google actually has
different purposes. And it brings lots
of messages and addressees.

Luci e Ombre di Google, is also a book
about how Google works, about how
it obtains and elaborates information
that we daily leave on-line, and most
generally, about how search engines
and the metadata industry works, that
is all the business that produces data
through data, that are producers and
consumers of information. It is in
hack
some way a particular form of
.
Ippolita pierces the image accurately

At the first and quick lecture, the book
appears as a detailed and
documented Google history, an
history that tracks down and draws
the salient moments of its economical
ascent, that tells how did its activity
expanded
in
every
digital

built of Google and penetrates inside
its complex system. It analyzes the
page rank, the algorithm of indexation
of the Net that allows the research
engine to give a value to the pages

communication sector, modelling the
entire cultural universe of the web.
Ippolita goes back, with tons of
details, the most emblematic
moments of this ascent. From its
value to the Stock Exchange to the
hostilities with Microsoft to control
the Internet, from its judicial problems
to the point when, because of the

and it sounds out its numerous free
services from Gmail, its e-mail service.
It reveals what’s behind its choices
and philosophy, which are the
methods and real objectives and the
secret of its great economic fortune.
19

Google democracy, Ippolita clarify, is
filtered by technology and it is only
formally in users hands. In fact the
research engine does not index all the
web pages. The pages are ordered
following the votes received and,
most of all, the importance of those
votes. The first Google research pages
are not what we’re searching, rather
what the user-type research.
“
Moreover, Google exploits and traces
completely and in a continuative
manner the behaviours of the users
that searches its services, to profile
their habits and inserts in their
activities (navigation, mail, file
managing, etc ) personalized,
contextual,“. light, omnipresent

Ippolita reveals many aspects of
Google, but not all of them,
underlines. There are some obscures
and secrets. Some of them would be
evident to everybody, if we’d be
educated and if we’d dispose of the
knowledge
and
necessary
instruments. These are missing. And
this is maybe the most important aim
of Luci e Ombre di Google:
“Underlining the problem, or better
the social urgency, of alphabetization
and critical orientation of the public
on the theme of the knowledge
management
signalling the
emptiness, the Italian emptiness, in
the scientific divulgation of
technological phenomenon”.

publicities
For everyone that cares about its
privacy and the conscious building of
its own digital alter-ego, Google can
nothing but represent a danger
“
because of its way to find and exploit
information. It is the emersion of a
mix of powers that already hardly
influence the life of too many people.
Google hold reserved information that
it analyze without brakes to promote

The message is always the same.
“Knowledge is power”. This is what
hacker thinks, this is what Ippolita
guys thinks. But what turns those
guys into hacker is mostly the
“methodology” with whom they
observe, learn and analyze the
realities towards they look at. “ The
most interesting thing we learned

a more and more careful
personalization of the publicity
cancer. And as the union of powers
generally “.
favourites the control
anxiety, it is right to investigate this
phenomena
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from hacking”, told us time ago
Ippolita, “is the methodology from
which you learn. This one makes every
new knowledge a source, as it doesn’t
have its territory no more the real
power of the hacker is not what they
produce, rather in the way they learn.
Hacking is first of all a process of
auto-formation”.

true from the false, setting  when
talking about the own sensitive data 
which ones can be public and which
ones to maintain private.
Technicians, sociologists, politicians.
i
Let’s come out from your “ vory tower
of academic knowledge. Let’s talk
about macro economy without being
economists, about info mediation

This “auto-formation” is indicated as
“ a real alternative to the formation
managed following models of
subordination “ . The curiosity of the
hacker ethic, the knowledge sharing,
the critical attitude towards the
“truths”, the accurate valuation of the
sources, the free knowledge
circulation, the auto-managing of the
digital instruments are the only ways
to avoid the technocratic domain of
Google.

without
being
experts
of
communication, about auto formation
without being teacher, about auto
management of digital instruments
without being politicians”.
Eventually, and once Open
again,
the
is not
Free
hackers themselves. If
was interested to those not
interested to real life, to those neutral,
not lined up, not politically active  “It
is the moment where hackers start to
dirty their hands with real life, learning
to talk and talking to people that do
Luci e Ombre di Google
not have a similar technical
competence”.
also addresses to those attracted by
autonomy, easy money and free
instruments

that

enormously

contributed into constructing the
success and exaggerated image of
Google. Hackers,
“ Ippolita says, must

At this point the addressees of Luci e
Ombre di Google are clear. First of all
the mass, that must become more
conscious and critical. It must be able
to value the information because of
its point of view, distinguishing the

apply to multiply spaces and occasion
of autonomy without falling into
.
trouble-free
enthusiasms, without
succumb to the control paranoia. Just
for fun”
21

Network
Cultures:
http://networkcultures.org/wpmu/p
ortal/publication/no-13-the-drk-side-of-google-ippolita/

http://www.ippolita.net/
English Version by Institute of
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Raquel Paricio. Res-qualia: Evolvable Art
Silvia Scaravaggi

multi-sensory environments and
interfaces, apperception and new
qualia. She is the creator of the
www.res-qualia.net on-line space.
She is currently granted by the
Catalunya Goverment to develop her
work and research.
Res-Qualia is part of a total plan that
acts not only to create a useful and
international tool for all the
researches and the innovations
crossing these themes, but most of all
to become a reference and encounter
point for artists and professionals to
meet and know each others: to create
networks.

Deepening
dynamics
and
relationships between art, science and
technology, it’s amazing finding ResQualia.net, the website born in the
2005 from the Spanish researcher
Raquel Paricio, which inquires the
infinite world that links art to science,
using a typical digital world’s
approach. A precious database that
encloses in itself some of the most
innovative works and researches of
the last years in artistic field, always
tied to science and to the idea of
evolution of the conscience.

That’s why Digicult project has a
remarkable and intriguing affinity with
it, and interest and determination that
support the work of Raquel Paricio
and her crew come up from her
words.

Raquel Paricio Garcia (Barcelona,
1968) holds a graduate in Fine Arts and
is currently a PhD candidate at the
Technical University of Catalunya
(UPC) in Barcelona about Evolvable
applications in Art instalations. Her
research interests include body
consciousness and expression and
23
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have already built?

Silvia Scaravaggi: I would like to start
talking about Res-Qualia: how did you
begin this project and how is it going
on?

Raquel Paricio: This kind of networks
is not easy to be grown by
themselves. You have to be always
incorporating contents and diffusing
the project. In any case the more
people now the benefits to be
included on a database widely visited,
the more they participate. At the
moment, Res-qualia, in less than two
years of life has been visited by most
of the people who work on these
areas around the world, and we
received a long congratulations by
artists, theoreticians, curators, critics,
teachers, scientists, etc.

Raquel Paricio: “Res-qualia.net”
project has born after 8 years working
with projects on art-science and
technology. Adding this at my interest
on consciousness, body, perception,
organisms, etc, I created this network
of collaboration. The big part of the
work is the result of my research and
other people that collaborates on, like
Monica Bello. But we receive a lot of
contributions of people that send us
their projects, research books, etc. We
have collected in an “informal way” of
presenting the projects, an extended
data base that has been recognized
by main personalities on this field.
This data base expressed like a kind of
magazine is very useful for
researches, curators, etc. Recently
some big exhibitions have invited
people to participate, because they
have found artists on Res-qualia.
Therefore, to contribute in the

.

In order to have a panoramic view on
the main areas where contemporary
artists and researchers work, linked to
Res-Qualia project, it’s interesting to
scroll the huge list of traced topics,
that give, even if partially, a clear idea
over the new creative zones between
art, science and technology.

research and diffusion is the main
objectives of the web.
Silvia Scaravaggi: W orking in this way
allows to build important and
international
networks
and
contributes to exchange and to evolve
new plans and new theories. What do
you think of the networks that you

The term qualia
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since its very

beginning characterizes the project, in
its meaning of “minimal units of the
conscience”, and immediately leads to
the link between artistic and scientific
research in relationship with the
philosophy, the theories of the
perception and the evolution, and the
cognitive world. In the philosophy of
the mind this term has been widely
used as argument for debate and
thinking, the same qualia have been
both traced and denied in their
existence.

.

Silvia Scaravaggi: Raquel, reflecting
on these reasons and proposals, you
have selected a remarkable number of
topics, some of which are complex
and sometimes in contrast. I’m
referring to words like: consciousness,
perception, sinestesia, evolutionary
systems, adaptive systems, artificial
intelligence, natural phenomena,
genetics, robotics, virtual reality,
augmented reality… Why these topics
and how they reflect realities you are
working with?

In Res-Qualia the minimal units are
firmly intrinsic to the art world.
Observing the project from this point
of view, and its linked topics, the plan
is clear: the artwork and the
relationship with science and
technology find their own place
answering to the human evolution.
The exchange between these
disciplines and experiments is not
situated to the level of the mere use,
but it makes important steps in
looking for new points of view,
unusual and parallel, sometimes
succeeding to place art in a
advantageous position to the
development of science itself.

Raquel Paricio: Well, these topics
were only a starting point. First of all
we defined around 50 topics that are
common on expert literature, but they
were so many that we decided to limit
them. We are aware that they don’t
define all the projects, even less the
topic to treat. It is only an
approximation to the content. In any
case the topics are evolving by the
time.
Silvia Scaravaggi: Why a research
through the field of cognitive,
perception world and evolution of
consciousness?
Raquel Paricio: Well, as I have written
in an article that appeared in the “aminima”
magazine
(
www.res-qualia.net/aminima/index.p
hp ), to evolve the consciousness is
the only one possibility for human
25

being to survive. Hundred of projects
on the last decades have worked with
the topic of “extended perceptions”.
Working with perception implicates a
new kind of vision, a new
consciousness and in this way the
possibility of driving a social change.

workshops,
publications
www.planetary-collegium.net ), is the
major institution working currently in
the topic of art and consciousness
from a contemporary perspective.
Res-Qualia’s arguments, researches,
proposals can be founded through
evolvable.net, Raquel Paricio’s
website, in which all her personal
plans are introduced.
POEtic-Cubes
Silvia Scaravaggi:
Columna
IngravidaI would like to talk
your artworks,
and
, how you started
and developed these projects?
Raquel Paricio: POEtic-Cubes ( Raquel
Paricio & J.Manuel Moreno), will be a
physical installation, a sculptural
setup, able to self-organise and to
adapt its shape driven by the stimuli
coming from its direct environment.
The installation works with the
principal concepts of any living
creature, developing the concepts of
Phylogenesis,
Ontogenesis,
Epigenesis and Emergency. The main
objective of the installation is to selfawareness, bearing in mind that your
entire environment is reacting and
adapting to your movements. Until
now, this characteristic has been
applied in art in software applications,
but we are working with objects, with
hardware.

.

Silvia Scaravaggi: Which are for you
the more challengig and inspiring
networks and artistic-scientific
researches nowadays working on A.I.
and
the
enhancement
of
consciousness?…
Raquel Paricio: In the artistic field, if
even a lot of projects have dealt with
the topic of “perception” or “extended
perceptions”, few of them lead to a
real change on the senses and of
course on the consciousness. Most of
them have been conceived as
“gadgets” or as simple experiments
with technology. Planetary Collegium
(promoter of several conferences,
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the cubes (i.e., their movement) can
be modulated depending on the
actions done by people. The cubes
also determine autonomously the
state of the battery, and upon
detecting a low battery threshold they
go to a specific place in the room
where the battery may be charged.
We started to work in the theoretical
aspects of this project in 2004 and the
implementation of the installation in
2005. Currently the project is in its last
developing phase and during this
month or the next one we will finish it
(almost the 1 st phase). It is not very
common nowadays in art-technology
to take a long time to do pieces, but
when you are implementing new
developments in engineering like this
case the development process is
longer.

.

The installation consists of 9
autonomous robots constructed in
the form of cubes with displays in 5
out of their 6 sides. The cubes are in a
room, so that when the room is empty
they are grouped together as a 3 x 3
array, constituting a cell. When a
person or a group of people enter the
room the cubes start to move and
place themselves around the people
(holding the same distance between
them). Therefore, the cell divides itself
and differentiates to create an
organism. If the person or the group
of people move in the room (or even if
one person moves the arms) the
cubes move and the colours that are
depicted in the displays change.
Therefore, in this installation the
people can observe how their actions
determine the physical aspect of the
organism (constituted by the set of 9
cubes), i.e., the phenotype, being thus
a clear illustration of the genotype to
phenotype mapping process. Learning
(epigenetic) mechanisms can also be
demonstrated since the reaction of

The core of the installation, the
POETIC
electronic
devices
(www.POEtic-tissue.org), is justified
by their capabilities to provide
adaptation to the environment and/or
the user using evolutionary, learning,
growth, self-repair and selfreplication techniques. These features
permit to produce an optimal
response in dynamic environments or
in the case this response has to be
adapted to the requirements of a user
or a group of users. These devices are
also the result of a research during 3
years of 5 European Universities
(Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya,
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École Polytechnique Fédérale de
Lausanne, Université de Lausanne,
University of Glasgow, University of
York).

Silvia Scaravaggi: How are you
developing this new idea, and which
are the differences with the work
made on POEtic-Cubes?
Raquel Paricio: This project is
conceived with the same objectives of
producing awareness, like the other
one, but in this case I had focused the
attention on the back, on having more
perception of our back. Furthermore
our possible conditions of ingravity if
we try to beat the weight of the
gravity. If you imagine on this
moments your back, I’m sure that you
try to adjust and to stretch it. If you
focus this attention during a period of
time certainly that you will obtain
other perceptions and modify your
own posture. We try to obtain these
sensations with this installation
composed by 2 columns that trails on
the ground following the user by the
back. The technology that we use
implements similar concepts as those
described above for POEtic-Cubes.

.

Juan Manuel Moreno Aróstegui ,
engineering, was the coordinator and
also the co-author of this piece as well
as of “Columna Ingravida”, a parallel
project started few months ago (one
of the rewarded proposals at Vida 9,0,
international competition on art and
artificial life www.telefonica.es/vida).
Columna ingravida consists in two
spinal columns formed by two
independent communities of robots
able to self-organize themeselves, to
adapt and learn from the
surroundings. These columns of bones
will be aligned and will walk on
guided by the presence and the
movement of the customer.

www.res-qualia.net
www.evolvable.net
www.POEtic-tissue.org
www.telefonica.es/vida
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Web Fights: Blocking Ads, Exposing Art
Francesca Valsecchi

with Mozilla).
Extensions are small softwares which
can be integrated into the browser
and be used in plenty of ways; from
weather forecast services to browser
integrated dictionaries, tools for html
development, useful access interfaces
to get into the main social software
sites, session servers, feed rss
management, news readers, widgets,
translations, pictures , strumenti per la
privacy, strumenti di debugging, etc.
The implicit concept all extensions
have in common is the possibility to
customize and improve one’s surfing
and information searching, often from
a technological hack point of view: we
all know the Internet is neither safe
(cookies, scripts, ip logs, information
on the users taken during the surfing
of the pages), nor clean or ecological
(harassing advertisments, animations
and videos).

Let’s go surfing the Internet. How do
we surf? It’s like when you leave home
in the morning, do you jump on your
bike and zigzag your way across city
traffic or rather you get bored
queuing up on the ring road?
To surf you need a browser: what type
do you use? Firefox, an opensource
browser developed by Mozilla , is
getting more and more widespread
(http://www.firefox2.com/it/) thanks
to its efficiency, which can be
improved by integrating it to what is
technically defined “extentions”. You
can download them from
http://addons.mozilla.org/it/firefox/
browse/type:1 , and choose among
more than two thousand. That’s the
result of an informal community of
users and developers (an “extension”
does not exist actually, but anyone
can write free software compatible
29

improvement, that is to say it is free
from the control and interests of
copyright laws. The project is financed
by a group of foundations, one of
which is particularly generous and is
provided with an advanced and
multidisciplinary technical support
(laser, 3d printers, workstations,
servers, multimedia devices). As they
themselves wrote, they have a noble
and ambitious interest within Open
Networks, Open Information, Open
Content, Open Source, Open
Fabrication.

.

The least ..apparently are those
dedicated to information, on line
newspapers, news sites, access
intefaces to the most widespread
mailboxes (unfortunately
commercial), usually invaded by the
most showy ads. Extensions are
powerful means to a more sustainable
surfing experience; and they are
incredibly successful. Especially those
which help us eliminating
advertisments, banners and boxes,
and everything that makes our
reading tiring and distracts our
attention from the content (not only
unwanted but often annoying).
Adblock Plus is one of those
extentions and was downloaded 4
million times since the beginning of
2006, when it was released (now it is
downloaded 150 thousand times a
month). The previous version was
downloaded 8 million times. Those
extentions prevent from downloading
images and ads and replace them
with blank spaces, showing us clean
pages as those of the pre-ad Internet

.

A recent project by Steve Lambert e
Evan Harper started from adblocking
techniques to reinterpret them from
an artistic point of view and add a
content to the blank space wich
replaces advertisments. The project is
called AddArt , an extension which
technically behaves like the other
adblockers, but replaces advertising
images with pieces of art images
taken from a selected database. That
extension is still under construction

age (as we like, of course!). And this is
where Eyebeam Openlab ‘s new
artistic project starts, a place where
artists, technologists and hackers
experiment with opensource
creativity. The project is the breeding
ground for technology and media
experimentation, openly oriented
towards Public Domain’s
30

but a test version is already available
ancora in via di sviluppo ma di cui
esiste una versione di prova ( with the
clouds taken from MarioBros’ piece of
art by Cory Arcangel ); the release of
the first version is planned for this
summer. The AdBlock developer
himself, the Norwegian Wladimir
Palant, told a New York Times
journalist that “replacing the boring
and invasive ads with pleasant
images, thus turning them into their
opposite, is a coherent continuation
of the philosophy according to which
AdBlock was invented, to make the
web more durable and amusing”.

communities can gather around this
mean which enables them to share
their experiences and spread their
material.

.

The project will be supported by an
updated site with information on
artists and curators and the calendar
of the future pasts AddArt Show (that
is to say the premiere of what will be
showed instead of the advertisments).
Every two weeks the show will be
changed, with 5/8 artists in rotation;
the works of art will randomly replace
the ads and hopefully those art
fragments will be showed on many
people’s desktops ( if AddArt caught
5% of AdBlock’s present users it would
be already hundreds of thousands
users ). This project is interesting not
only as an artistic example of social
software interpretation. It can be seen
as an example of the theoretical and
technological development that tries
to improve the Internet giving more
importance to users’ interests (and
contents) than to commerce and

AddArt has a subversive aspect, which
lies beyond the clean blank page with
no ads.Not only it eliminates trash, it
creates new information too. The
authors write on their web site “for
many substituting ads with blank
images would be enough. AddArt is
trying to do something more
interesting than just stopping
advertisments, it turns a browser into
an art gallery “. No more annoying, ads
turn into a space wich can be surfed
and be potentially interesting and full
of meaning. The authors write, “the
more ads you surf, the more art you’ll
get”… AddArt turns a browser into a
digital art gallery where different
young curators can be responsible for
the choice of the contents and the
organization of the show. It creates a
space for promoting contemporary
art, where different artist
31

marketing.

message, in the spirit of cooperation
and web sharing.

Besides, it is interesting for the
discussion about the artist’s role in the
market economies as well as in
advertising and advertising dynamics.
A role which implied the cooperation
between art and advertising, and the
way art used advertising for its own
aims, thus subverting it. So
advertising becomes a little tool in
artists’ hands to spread the art

And to those who wonder “that’s a
good idea, so when an AddArt for
Exlporer?”, we can just asuggest that
they should change browser.

www.eyebeam.org
www.AddArt.eyebeam.org/
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Conference Report: Futursonic 2007 Festival
Jonah Brucker-Cohen

indoor mall in the center of
Manchester’s bustling inner city.
British artist Graham Harwood’s
“NetMonster” is a net-scraper
application that searches and
compiles data on the Internet for
historical information related to the
1996 IRA bombing that devastated the
city centre near the Arndale, injuring
over 200 people. Meanwhile, Dave
Valentine of MediaShed (in which
Harwood is also involved) created
“Methods of Movement: The Duellists”
a videography of two “le parkour
acrobats” running through the empty
Arndale at night, in a continual “duel”
that was filmed entirely though the
shopping arena’s CCTV camera
system. This project marked the first
use of MediaShed’s “GEARBOX FreeMedia Toolkit”, an open source
software application co-developed
with Eyebeam’s Production Lab, that
allows for video editing on free
platforms.

2007 marked the 12th year of
Futuresonic, a festival that began as a
sound art/ music festival and has
morphed into a media art/ mobile
communications-themed event with
concerts, exhibitions, talks, and
screenings staged all over the city of
Manchester, England.
This year’s festival focused on topics
ranging from “Free Media” to “Urban
Playgrounds”
to
“Network
Infrastructures” and featured a wide
array of speakers, artists, musicians,
and thinkers from around the globe
converging on this urban landscape.
Futuresonic featured a new addition
to its exhibition this year, called “Art
For Shopping Centres,” which
included three newly-commissioned
art pieces staged inside the city’s
“Arndale Shopping Centre,” a large
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“Socialization” of technology was
evident through the various speakers
that presented on how distributed
systems can enable new forms of
urban interventions and collaborative
interventions into the city space as an
organic creature.

.

New York-based artist Katherine
Moriwaki’s piece, “Everything Really is
Connected After All,” consisted of a
flock of mobile devices that, when
brought within radio range of each
other, produced emergent audio
narratives about the shopping and
downtown areas of the city (as told by
Manchester locals). The intent of the
piece was to focus on the shopping
mall as a “non-place” or location that
is both unique but still identical in any
location around the world.
In the panel discussions and artist
talks, lively debates ensued about the
state of mobility in public spaces and
how, through technological
interjections into these spaces, new
forms of dialogue can occur. The
conference was organized by Drew
Hemment who invited avid blogger
Anne Galloway, with speakers this
year ranging from sociologists to
engineers, social scientists, and
corporate researchers, all examining
urban space with a critical viewpoint
on topics from wireless networks to

.

This year’s festival also held
Manchester’s first Dorkbot event.
Local artist Steve Symons spoke
about
his
MUIO
(
http://www.muio.org ) interface, a
real-time, multi-platform, and open
source hardware system (similar to
the popular Arduino but without the
need for any programming) that
allows for sensing the external world
and inputting data into applications
like
PureData,
Max/MSP,
SuperCollider, and Processing through
a standard USB interface.

urban gaming to mobile systems that
propagate across economic and social
boundaries. The conference itself
examined how technology use has
become a “social practice” from open
hardware and software platforms to
collaborative applications that allow
multiple users to engage in the
creative process at once. This

Although FutureSonic is in its 12th
year, the festival is still struggling with
defining itself amongst the now
multifarious amounts of events
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focused on how “media arts” meet
mobile technologies and platforms.
This year’s line up of impressive
speakers and interesting commissions
added some interesting discussions
into the mix. Through the next few
years, it will be interesting to see how
the festival grows and adapts to the
current changes in media arts and

how successfully it retains its focus on
mobile technologies in order to steer
away from the larger, all
encompassing events that include
every form and category of media art
practice.

www.futuresonic.com
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Lipsynch, Theatre Of Voice
Annamaria Monteverdi

Lepage’s show had at first a planning
stage, followed then by the first
public display happened in winter in
Newcastle
Theatre
(at thesans
Northern
frontiéres
Stage
Theatre).
leaded by Sarah Kemp and John Cobb
hosted him for a long time in
Newcastle . It dealt with a perfect
situation for a work in co-production
because not particularly exposed to
the general public’s criticisms and far
away from the spotlights of the big
cities.

Robert Lepage is making his new
debut. The artist has just returned
from Salonika, in Greece, where he
was awarded the prominent Europe
Prize (he resulted first equal with the
German Peter Zadek, but this latter,
not taking part to the ceremony,
basically refused the prize and 60,000
).

In fact each new art project produced
by Lepage arouses public, critics
When
and
in
mass
the
past
media’s
I performed
great interest:
in Montreal
“
I had
8 weeks available for rehearsing and I
spent 4 weeks having interviews. Here
in Newcastle I can concentrate on my
work. I can’t do that in London
because performing in the
metropolises is sometimes a
frustrating and demanding job. Here
you understand why artists choose
towns to work. Just think about Pina
Bausch who opted to stay at
Wuppertal . Nor Frankfurt am Main or
Hamburg , but Wupperta
l !”

On “Radio-Canada” website you find a
videoclip showing a short interview
with Lepage and explaining this art
change very applauded in Greece ,
where , besides, the actor performed
some scenes of his shows on a
simplified stage.
http://www.radio-canada.ca/regions
/Quebec/2007/04/30/005lepage_evenement.shtml?ref=rss
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unveiling before us.” Speaking without
any pomposity about his work of
director, Lepage asserts quietly “At
the end of a performance planning
stage I often feel more to direct the
traffic rather than a show. My job
consists in bringing ideas and
performances where they can express
more. Sometimes my task is just to
say “no”.”
.

Lypsynch is a consideration about the
voice nature, that is the soul’s “DNA”.
The final version is expected not
before September 2008 at the
Barbican Theatre in London . The full
show will last 9 hours and tell stories
ranging over a period of time between
1945 and 2012. While being on tour
with the memorable La trilogie de
dragons which made him an artist of
international renown, Lepage seems
being returned to the joint writing and
epic narration  with a particolar focus
on the multilingualism- typical of his
first professional formation when,
very young, he took part in the project
carried out by the Théatre Répere.

The new work, Lypsynch, which is
waited in fear and trembling at the
Canadian festival, will see a great
amount of technological devices and
will be enriched by a dramaturgy for 9
actors coming from all around the
world. The piece was written by more
authors (among them we find Marie
Gignac, also co-writer of La trilogie de
dragons . The whole 5 hours and 30
minutes show different settings
characterised by the sound
framework and not by visual effects,
performed in several languages
(French, German, Spanish and
English).
The planning stage of the project,
basically the result of an improvisation
work, played a pivotal role: the same
Lepage admitted that artists’
inspiration had underlain the whole
work “We act. We create something
just brainstorming and then working
on the ideas. We improvise and then
we wait to see what happens. After a
while it seems that the show itself is

As we could appreciate in Le sept
branches de la riviére Ota , this new
show is depicting on its turn lives and
destinies interweawing unexpectedly
after long years. In the brochure of the
show you can read that Lipsynch is
like a giant meccano leading theatre
to the record high of his narrative
potentialities, something like a Rubik’s
Cube multiplying its faces and
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consequently showing the way for
new solution prospects.

fun also there, but London offers
much more .
Christiane Charette: English people
love you, you have a special
relationship with Great Britain
althouth you are worldwide known.
Robert Lepage: In UK you find
money, resources and ideas. And then
Québec people feel themselves
English!
Christiane Charette: What do you
mean?

.

By courtesy of Radio Canada and of

Robert Lepage: First of all English is a
way of thinking

its journalist, Christiane Charette, we
show here some significant extracts
of the interview of Lepage given to
Radio Canada . The interview’s title is
Theatre is a journey.
Christiane Charette: Robert Lepage,
you have just come back from
Newcastle , UK , where you presented
your new project, Lypsynch. Why did
you choose exactly the UK ?
Robert Lepage: Because of the my
collaboration, important in economics
terms, but also for other reasons. We
were guests of a little theatre, Théatre
Sans Frontiéres, set in the NorthEastern England, sharing the same
ideas and far away from the capital,
and that was a pros. During the
planning stage I didn’t want
distractions, I needed time and I
opted for a little place, almost hidden.
Of course if you want you can have

.

Christiane Charette: Very talented
actors come from UK .
Robert Lepage: Indeed, and they are
able to perform very well for theatre
as well as for cinema.
Christiane Charette: Do English critics
make harsh remarks? Have you ever
been tanned?
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Robert Lepage: Actually I cannot say
that. On the contrary, I’m very
pampered, I won several prizes and I
never took criticisms badly. Of course,
sometimes I don’t agree, but I accept
every kind of remarks. The Le sept
branches de la riviére Ota ‘s première
in Edinburgh was utterly demolished,
while the following year it was
regarded as the most prestigious
show It deals with the same people
who demolish you at first, and then
praise you. There are directors
showing spectacles every 5 years, I
show my performances every 10-12
years. If the first group is mauled, they
are ruined, while as for me, I have a so
wide production that a hatched job
doesn’t change my life. Obviously it
can happen that a show is successful
or not, and you can accept criticisms. I
don’t feel hurt, but by the way I don’t
feel hard done by English critics.

can offer the performance.
Lipsynch, performed in English,
German, French and Spanish, takes a
lot from the actors and their
improvisations, we don’t know what
the result will be. In this show I won’t
act, I consider myself a coach rather
than a director. Not everybody can
work with me, I expect answers from
actors, I give them freedom and leave
scope for their capabilities. Yet, there
are people who need a direction. I
start but don’t know which direction
the show will take. Actually, I don’t
know the end. Life leads you and you
won’t know where, exactly as for
theatre.

Christiane Charette: You often be on
stage when the show is not
completed.
Robert Lepage: The completion of a
show never occurs, I need to perform

.

it anyway, not completed. For me
première is never a début, I look for a
conversation with audience. It worked
for many past authors, also for
Shakespeare: they searched for an
answer coming from the public, it was
the signal that the show goes on well.
Actually, I am not interested in
perfection, but on what spectators

Christiane Charette: This project,
Lipsynch, lasts 5 hours. How come?
Robert Lepage: At first we promised a
show lasting 4 hours and a half , then
5… It is not long, when you see it, it
doesn’t seem lasting a long time.
Once you are in theatre time seems
broadening, it occurs when you are
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before an enjoyful event. When a
performance is well worth watching,
that is to say when it is obviously
inspired, people is well inclined to stay
and watch 2 hours more. Personally, I
take all the time I need to tell, to
explain what is happening and why
and illuminate the relationships
among stories… On tv, on the
contrary, everything has to be succint.
And then the break plays a social role,
as well as the show. Spectators eat
and drink something, it’s a marathon
for everybody, for the public as well as
for the actors. It the end, when the
show is finished, it will last 9 hours,
from 2 p.m. to 11 p.m. With some
breaks of different duration. Actually
we are speaking of a journey, you are
taken abord. The more people watch
it, the more they appreciate. They’d
like it lasted more, because they
regard it as a journey, a journey along
with us

often hear the term “voice” as a
synonym for “word” or “language”,
while they are three different things.
Voice is linked to your mother,
language is a code and and words are
people.
Christiane Charette: What an
intellectual explanation!
Robert Lepage: I discovered this
difference examing voices. Voice is
everything shocking you, it’s what you
go on search for to get answers about
the world. Voice is very important, it is
the first thing babies know about their
mother when they’re growing in their
mother’s womb. And word belongs to
a person and reflects his/her soul.
Language is a communication code,
where theatre, dance, movement,
music live in: they are languages as
well. The word is the action to express
thoughts, while voice is inner, it’s
bound to senses, to the life
philosophy.

Christiane Charette: What is Lipsynch
about?

The actors I put on stage come into
conflict with voice, word or language.
They stample and have difficulties in
these three areas. For instance an
actress play the role of a young
woman affected from aphasic
disorders owing to a brain tumour in
the word area . She can’t speak ,but
she can use her voice to express
herself.

Robert Lepage: Lipsynch is a voice
show. As theatre artists we are tied in
people’s mind to images, we have a
kind of “virtual big name”. This
performnce is given more a sound
expression, rather a visual one. Yet,
voice is different from the term
“language”, it’s not the same. You
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compliments for my voice, recently. I
never thought it had such an
evocative power. And then people’s
imagination is influenced more by
radio than by tv. Radio evokes
sensations.
Christiane Charette: It would have
been a pity if you worked for a radio
station!
.

Robert Lepage: In the 80s I lived a
break down and thought to work for a
radio, I forgot why I chose to be a
theatre artist. Indeed, I love radio. I
prefer giving an interview to radios
rather than to other mass media. On
the radio you feel more free.

Christiane Charette: What do you
think about your voice?
Robert Lepage: Every day I discover
something more. I never really heard
my voice, actually. I have got several
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Plugin Art
Valentina Tanni

add-ons category is the adblockers
one that, once installed on your
browser, prevent the visualization of
ads, banners and annoying pop-up.
The American Steve Lambert thought
to use this spaces subtracted to the
advertising to show works of young
contemporary artists. The project
AddArt , now released under form of
prototype and financed by the
Eyebeam Open Lab of New York is a
plug-in for Firefox that not only
substitutes publicities with white
spaces, but also replace them with
artistic projects. As an abusive gallery,
AddArt will occupy spaces once not
destined to those type of contents,
proposing every 2 weeks from 5 to 8
artists projects selected by a curator.

One of the most loved strategy of
nowadays artists is the invasion of
different contexts. Tired of being
contained by dedicated spaces, art is
now inside the most varied places,
contaminating the everyday life,
entering the empty spaces of our
lives, the common objects and
activities. The first conquer has been
the
streets,
then
houses,
supermarkets, stations and airports.
And again bars, discos, ads and
dresses.
Art now even goes plug-in , and
appears from the remote angles of
our computer, inside the context of an
everyday and familiar activity: surfing
the net. Known also as add-ons or
extensions, plug-in are non
autonomous software that interacts
with other programs to modify and
extend their functions. A very popular

.

Again, the Firefox users have the
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possibility to use The Real Costs ,
signed by Michael Mandiberg (author
of Oil Standard , software that
converts the dollar prices on a web
page into petrol barrels). This new
project face the ecology theme,
inserting graphics and data about the
emissions of CO2 in the atmosphere
inside ecommerce websites of
travelling (air companies, travel
agencies, rent car services). A sort of
discreet but efficient reminder of
“real-costs”  and not only for our
wallet  of services we buy. “Just think
about it as a nutritional table on an
alimentary box” , writes the artist on
the project home page.

visual effects

.

cosmic

Artistic plug-in doesn’t concern only
astonishnamed
browser. The collective
Barbarian Group for example recently
released Magnetosphere , a software
that integrates the
of iTunes. Lights, colours and shapes by
the
aspect, following the
rhythm of the music. The result is
hypnotic, fascinating, involving. The
objective is simply
. And
authors advise: you could be
enchanted and say goodbye to your
productivity .

The fox browser can also become the
support for “visual online poetry”. This
is the definition the Slovenian artist
Jaka eleznikar gave to his work. Artist
committed from years in a stimulating
research on literary implications of net
art and software art. Installing the
add-on Letters on Firefox will see
different combinations of 3D letters
appear on our screen, in Slovenian
and English, forming a sort of poetical
floating cloud.

www.addart.eyebeam.org/
http://therealcosts.com/
http://transition.turbulence.org/Work
s/oilstandard/
http://software.barbariangroup.com/
magnetosphere/
www.jaka.org/2006/crke/
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Dio Error Bang: Pure Data And The Useless
Machines
Eleonora Oreggia

free and improved version belonging
to Max/MSP (and also in this case Mr
Puckette is the author). We are
speaking about a modular system,
expandible through libraries, externals
e plugins. That is to say that the user
can enrich the software skills and
modify some of its properties, besides
creating his own ad-hoc patches.
Yet, this game is not adressed only to
programmer geniuses or hackers. The
system can be used as a simple and
normal application fit to do preestablished and precise tasks. Once
you had got rid of the installation
step, nowadays no more representing
a difficulty, the user can easily find a
range of patches ready to be used.
Here functions take the form of
“objects” connected to each other
inside a graphic framework moduling
and controlling the dataflow. Patches
are “home-made” applicative devices,
a kind of drawn and stylized ,
apparently mechanical, machines,
logic and intangibile worlds made of
paths traced by little bricks (that are
objects) similar to the Lego’s toy.

On the 28, 29 and 30 of April Rome
saw for the first time in his history the
Italian convention of Pure Data, a
grafic programming language for
manipulation and real-time creation
of videos and sounds, as well as
managing program for interactive
systems. The event, result of the
collaboration between Binario Etico,
Feramenta and Strike, is the first
organized effort turned to the
institution of an Italian community,
using and programing this free and
open source software.
Pure Data, originally invented in the
90s by Miller Puckette as a software
for the computer music and
multimedial work production, is the
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language, as any else, has its own well
precise grammar and syntax. The
impressive effect derives from the
objective and use: Pure Data implies
and doesn’t address reproachful
words against imperfections, errors,
the unfinished, abstract and unknown.
It deals with an artistic, aesthetic and
conceptual research.
.

Representing the digital evolution of
the “Big Glass”, these mechanisms,
made of rectangles tied to other
rectangles, have the same magic
properties of the “ancestor” “useless
machines”, but with some differences.
The Duchamp’s “useless machines”,
instruments for criticisms towards a
chatty style, work without following
rational logics and break off the
cause-effect relationships between
objects and events, offering a point of
view of the space-time world
different from what we are used. The
useless machine states critically the
rigid profiles of rational technicism
(effective machine, war-machine)
forecasting a world characterised by

.

As a matter of fact the results are
always to be considered as an
experiment. The specific use of a
determined piece of code is like a
changing recipe according to the
available ingredients and to the mood
of the moment. The opportunity to
find patches and applicative devices
derives from the nature of PD, that is
a free software, managed by an open
community based on values of
collaboration and share. The
competition typical of the freemarket economy and of the progress
level is won thanks to the interaction
between artists and programmers
working together in order to improve

lightness, irony and liveliness, a world
where art, flying beyong thoughts, is
the vital energy engine and plays a
major role.
But this concept doens’t include PD’s
patches such as animals without head
nor tail, working outside every
standard. On the contrary this
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instruments
conditions.

and

production

context and a mix of learning desire
and curiosity triggered off the birth of
the first community in Italy . Let’s just
wait for bang!.

A surprising amount of students and
people, interesting for variety of
formation and skills, took part to the
convention in Rome . Starting from
basic grammar and syntax, together
with phisics and sound psychology
notions, in three days the convention
showed much more organic sound
and video elaborations, with a
detailed exhibition of Gem, PDP and
Pidip’s libraries.

http://puredata.bugslab.net/
http://puredata.info/
www.binarioetico.org/
www.bugslab.net/
http://feramenta.noblogs.org/

A pleasant atmosphere, the friendly
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Bill Viola, The Tristan Project
Monica Ponzini

some of the favourite subjects of the
artist. The show was the chance to
enjoy a little selection of them, as BIll
Viola himself explained at the opening
performance: ” For Tristan Und
Isolde’s project I made a 4 hour and a
half video meant to be projected
during Wagner’s opera. I took some of
those images and some others I shot
but which hadn’t been included in the
project and transpose them to
separate works with no music. Three
of them will be presented here “.

Love and death, light and darkness,
the life circle, the path of every
human being. Bill Viola keeps on
exploring the great topics of existence
with his controlled not narrative
strongly symbolic style.
Waiting for presenting his project
Ocean Without a Shore at Venice
Biennial , his latest work once more
based on the close relation between
opposite concepts, the artist showed
three videos linked to The Tristan
Project at James Cohan’ s Gallery in
New York , a work meant to
accompany the production of
Wagner’s opera Tristan Und Isolde
directed by Esa-Pekka Salonen ,
presented at Lincoln Center in May,
after its debut in Los Angeles and
Paris in the past years.

.

In the videos in question, The Fall Into
Paradise , Isolde’s Ascension (the
Shape of Light after Death) e Passage
Into Night , the themes are typical of
the production of the artist, who has
always been attracted by the great
mystic-philosophical traditions such
as zen and sufism and by medieval

An ambitious project, which includes
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and renaissance icongraphy, which he
transposes in modern terms. The
eternal balance between life/love and
death is the thematic heart of these
works. While in the first two the
crucial element is the water (symbol
of death and of purification and
rebirth at the same time)
characterized by semi-darkness, in
the third video a shape moves in the
bright light of the desert, wrapped by
a heat burst, like in a purifying
initiation crossing, once more
ambivalent in its final destination.

Love and
death are two sides of the same
thing.When my son was born, he
came out of my wife’s womb and I
took him up in my arms and realized I
was taking up death and love at the
same time. I was watching that little
.
chest pulsing- newly-born human
The beginning and the end of every
beings have 160 heart beats per
thing are inseparable, one extreme
minute, more or less those of a
end implies the other, in art as in life,
hummingbird- I saw his mouth
as the artist said to us: ”
looking for air to breathe, and I
realized he could have stopped
breathing in any time… that’s when I
understood life and death are
absolutely bound

Sometimes accused of superficiality
and dullness, Bill Viola steadfastly
built a figurative universe where the
East and the West blend, together
with great thought currents and the
present and the past imagery . The
wide development of images leads
the audience to focus not only on the
end point, but mostly on the action
itself, on the course that leads to the
final revelation.

“.

www.jamescohan.com
www.billviola.com
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Link index
Sonar 2007. Call For Italy? Yes!
http://www.sonar.es/2007/esp/prog/concerts_pre.cfm?fecha=2
http://www.mag-nesia.com
Vjtheory: Another Point Of View
http://www.wjtheory.net
Loud Objects: Circuits For Noise Music
http://www.loudobjects.com/
Oil 21, P2p & Intellectual Property
http://oil21.org/
http://www.bootlab.org/
http://summit.kein.org/
http://www.piratecinema.org/
http://punto-informatico.it/p.aspx?id=1931323
http://punto-informatico.it/p.aspx?id=1990157
http://it.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fansub
Ippolita: The Dark Side Of Google
http://www.eleuthera.it/
http://www.digicult.it/wp-content/uploads/2007/05/ippolita1.png
http://www.digicult.it/wp-content/uploads/2007/05/ippolita3.png
http://www.digicult.it/wp-content/uploads/2007/05/ippolita5.jpg
http://www.digicult.it/wp-content/uploads/2007/05/ippolita4.png
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http://www.ippolita.net/
http://networkcultures.org/wpmu/portal/publication/no-13-the-dark-side-of
-google-ippolita/
Raquel Paricio. Res-qualia: Evolvable Art
http://www.res-qualia.net/aminima/index.php
http://www.planetary-collegium.net/
http://www.res-qualia.net/
http://www.evolvable.net/
http://www.POEtic-tissue.org
http://www.telefonica.es/vida
Web Fights: Blocking Ads, Exposing Art
http://www.firefox2.com/it/
http://addons.mozilla.org/it/firefox/browse/type:1
HTTP://www.eyebeam.org
http://www.AddArt.eyebeam.org/
Conference Report: Futursonic 2007 Festival
http://www.muio.org
http://www.futuresonic.com
Lipsynch, Theatre Of Voice
http://www.radio-canada.ca/regions/Quebec/2007/04/30/005-lepage_even
ement.shtml?ref=rss
Plugin Art
http://www.addart.eyebeam.org/
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http://therealcosts.com/
http://transition.turbulence.org/Works/oilstandard/
http://software.barbariangroup.com/magnetosphere/
http://www.jaka.org/2006/crke/
Dio Error Bang: Pure Data And The Useless Machines
http://puredata.bugslab.net/
http://puredata.info/
http://www.binarioetico.org/
http://www.bugslab.net/
http://feramenta.noblogs.org/
Bill Viola, The Tristan Project
http://www.jamescohan.com/
http://www.billviola.com/
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